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An assessment of potential O365 compromise through intelligence led security
Summary
If you believe your organisation may have fallen victim to the O365
Chain Attack disclosed by Fujitsu’s Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) team
(or have any other concerns related to O365 security), then the O365
Compromise Assessment will help you to analyse whether there are
signs of a breach in your environment. Fujitsu CTI will:

can integrate or support your organisation’s requirements, policy and
strategy. We have:














Conduct eDiscovery searches and message traces for affected
accounts based on threat intel of previously analysed
campaigns and those identified on premise
Check for secondary campaigns that may have been
conducted from within the organisation based on known
indicators
Analyse attempted sign-ins for any suspicious activity with
particular regard paid to those made from known attacker
locations and atypical differences
Check for amended or deleted Outlook rules consistent with
attacker TTPs on known compromised accounts
Provide a summary report of findings and recommendations
*Check for the creation of administrator accounts
*Analyse administrator account sign-ins

*Dependent on Active Directory being accessible from the O365 portal

Why work with Fujitsu?
As an ICT service provider, Fujitsu has been designing, implementing
and operating robust and secure ICT solutions for many years
throughout the public and private sector.
Our services are backed up through our established Enterprise & Cyber
Security practice, enabling us to provide an end-to-end service that




Experience in incident response including threat intelligence
research
A proven track record providing strategic guidance and
practical solutions on implementing leading practice and
regulatory compliance
A strong brand and market presence and a reputation for
providing high quality services to our customers
A passion to work collaboratively to ensure maximum
customer engagement

Customer Responsibilities
To complete the O365 Compromise Assessment we will require your
participation. Here are some of the things you will need to do:






Create O365 accounts for incident responders (IR)
Grant temporary global admin privileges for IR accounts
IR accounts added as eDiscovery Administrators
Provide, if available, any emails that are believed to relate to
O365 compromise
Provide details on where user sign-ins should be expected
from, geographically

Next steps
Please contact your account manager today for a quotation.
Note – Fujitsu Services are provided under Fujitsu’s terms and conditions
of supply.

